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‘Driven by Adventure’ 

We believe passionately that extraordinary sports cars are made 
by the power of imagination and driven by the spirit of adventure. 

We are a sports car manufacturer producing high-performance, 
custom-built cars and components for a community of driving 

enthusiasts around the world. 

At GBS we’re building a hub of independent automotive thinking 
through the sharing of ideas between our team, our partners 

and our customers. We are...

Proudly made in
Great Britian



Blend of craftmanship & Technology.....

Built by us, Driven by you.....

Individual by DesignPersonalisation

Each GBS car is hand crafted to each customers specification by our skilled and passionate workshop 
technicians looking to deliver engineering excellence. There is an extensive range of optional extras and 
upgrades available, so you will be creating a truley individual sports car that is unique and bespoke to you.

We offer full custom paint, so here you can make your Zero even more stylish with a full range of custom 
paint options which can be truly individual to you.

We are able to work with you on the specification and assist to colour match and design your cars paint 
effect from start to finish.



Peformance & Handling
Powered by a 2.5Ltr / 2.3Ltr normally aspirated Ford Duratec engine which offers 210Bhp as 
standard fitted with a set of our ATR Throttle bodies and an engine map using a Life ECU which 
is future proof for further engine upgrades. With exceptional power to weight ratio this car can 
propel you from 0-60 in 3.5 seconds. With the ATR Shocks, billet hubs and LSD fitted this car 
corner’s like it is on rails. The car has unparalleled levels of grip & balance, handling in a very 
controlled & precise manner, resulting in a drive of your life.  
Driving a sports car is an intense experience, whatever gear you’re in, the acceleration of the 
Zero is effortless. The Duratec engine gives effortless performance and driveability complement-
ed by a seamless gearbox, whether it is an adrenaline filled drive or touring it gives the best of 
both.

Ford 2.5Ltr Duratec Engine installation will 
achieve 200bhp / 196ft-Ib with the ATR 
Products  Billet aluminum 45mm throttle 
bodies on incline manifold & one piece fuel 
rail, with pipercross filter. 

Custom-Built Adventures 
New for the GBS Zero is the ATR Brake and Hub upgrade package. Designed for 
everyday fast  road and track day use, this option also allows you to customise the 
anodising colour to your choice giving both style and performance. 

You can chose to upgrade the front suspension to the billet CNC machine ATR front hubs and 4 pot 
callipers, this reduces the un-sprung mass and increases braking performance as well as giving improved 
road holding and adjustability.
ATR Products Performance Dampers are high quality all Aluminium Gas Pressuriesd Adjustable Damper 
designed for fast road or competition vehicles. Each Damper is custom built to the precise requirements of 
the Zero.

Life F88 ECU as standard is a high level of precision 
engine management controller. This powerful unit 
allows advanced control algorithms, safety modes 
and future update to be installed.

The engine is installed further back in the chassis to give the Zero perfect 50/50 balance. This provides 
optimal control and predictability for maximum confidence and enjoyment. Coupled with the effortless 
power of the 2.5ltr Duratec and the modern gearbox you have an extremely capable package.
As standard the Zero is fitted with our billet 45mm ATR throttle bodies allowing the engine to breathe, 
along with a 3.7kg lightened flywheel and a 42mm 304 stainless 4-2-1 optimized exhaust manifold. Giving a 
great sound without being too loud thanks to our unique silencer system that has built in catalyst to meet 
the stringent emissions standards.

Ideal for Road & Track  



Stylish seats are both light weight & extremely 
supportive giving great comfort, come complete with 
adjustable runners. With the option to upgrade to 
heated seats.

Adjustable 4 point harness ideal for both
road & track, with GBS branding. 
Black is Standard, but other 
colours are available on request.

Interior The styling on the interior of the Zero is unique ensuring you never see two the same. From the 
choice of seats, floor mats, and indicator stalks the options are endless. The seats are suitable for 
all occasions whether you use your Zero for track days or just road use.

Momo Steering Wheel -  280mm design 
integrates the finest leather and airleather 
materials that features a sculpted grip 
giving you the driver perfect control.

The GBS Zero GT (grand tourer /wide 
body) chassis option, which allows greater 
access and a more comfortable seating 
position for the taller/larger driver.

Instruments
Electronic servo driven dial fully LED back 
lit incorporating warning lamps built in, 
giving you the classic look with a modern 
twist, with a choice of face & bezel colour. 
Also the option to upgrade to a digital 
style dash.

Handbrake and gear gator available with 
the option of coloured stitching to match 
the seats.

Bespoke dash layout to your choice of 
gauge display & layout.

Lightweight Carbon Fibre bodywork 
trim. The carbon fibre components are 
extremely strong, lightweight and with 
the strength to weight ratio it is very 
popular to improve performance. 

Large boot area which is perfect for 
touring.



Exterior

Wheels & Tyres:
The choice of wheels and tyres 
enhances the way your car looks and 
drives. We use the Team Dynamics 
Pro-Race flow forged wheel matched 
to a Yokohama AD08 tyre.
Whether the Zero is out on the road 
or track we aim to match a tyre that 
works in perfect harmony with the 
suspension and chassis you specified.  

With the option for a heated windscreen for all 
year-round motoring which pairs nicely with the 
heated seat upgrade option.

Front sport wings are standard with the option 
of the traditional front wing.

Day Light Running Headlight with scratch 
resistant lenses give a cleaner sharper 
appearance.

Our unique functional Rear Diffuser has been designed to enhance airflow underneath 
the rear of the car, reducing drag and adds downforce. But also provides a cleaner 
look to finish off the back of the car. 

Paint & Graphics:
You can make your Zero even more customised to you with a full range of paint options.
Paint is a popular option and we are able to colour match and design your cars paint 
effect with you from start to finish.



British built and exquisite hand crafted Zero is designed and built to  a 
specification that offers an exceptional level of standard equipment 
and performance for you from the outset, giving you all the
exhilarating performance along with style and finesse. 
There is then extensive options available to
personalise your Zero.

Start you’re adventure
today.... 
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Hand Built By Us, Enjoyed By You
Driven by Adventure. 
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